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ABSTRACT
ZoneZoom is an input technique that lets users traverse
large information spaces on smartphones. Our technique
ZoneZoom, segments a given view of an information space
into nine sub-segments, each of which is mapped to a key
on the number keypad of the smartphone. This
segmentation can be hand-crafted by the information space
author or dynamically created at run-time. ZoneZoom
supports “spring-loaded” view shifting which allows users
to easily “glance” at nearby areas and then quickly return to
their current view. Our ZoneZoom technique lets users gain
an overview and compare information from different parts
of a dataset. SmartPhlow is an optimized application for
browsing a map of local-area road traffic conditions.

The size and layers of detail in common information
spaces, such as maps, spreadsheets, and web pages, easily
overwhelm the screens of small devices [[6]]. When a user
is zoomed in far enough to see relevant detail, it becomes
tedious to navigate across large distances using the d-pad of
the smartphone. It is also difficult, when zoomed in, for the
user to retain a sense of context and maintain a mental
model of the information space. This paper details a
combination of techniques, called ZoneZoom which adapt
Zoomable user interfaces for map viewing on smartphones.
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2. RELATED WORK

1. INTRODUCTION
Our technique ZoneZoom is geared toward the emerging
class of mobile computing devices called smartphones.
Smartphones combine the portability and network
connectivity of cell-phones with the computing power of
PDAs. Their limited input modalities make it difficult for
smartphones to support both incremental and ballistic
navigation (rapid navigation towards a target typically
initiated by a command or button press) of large datasets.
Because smartphones are often used in mobile situations
where a user’s attention is divided, interactions that require
precise control are challenging.

Previous small-device information space navigation
research has focused on three main areas: ensuring that the
content of a sub-section of the data-set can be easily read,
providing simple navigation options for the user, and
helping the user understand where a given sub-section is
located relative to the entire information space.
When possible, content analysis is used to divide up the
information space into areas of related content. When that
is not possible, the content can be divided spatially such
that any sub-section is guaranteed to fit on the display
screen [[4], [6], [18], [5]]. Techniques that switch between
a textual list of locales and views of a sub-section do not
work well with maps, where users want to compare spatial
information or make distance judgments.
Zoomable user-interfaces (ZUIs) arrange information in an
infinitely pannable space and at many nested levels of
detail [[3]]. Users navigate by use of a combination of
panning and zooming. Various cues have been suggested
for helping users find information in ZUIs [[11], [10], [9]]
although effective visual design is even more difficult on
the extremely small display of a smartphone. There is also

a class of promising research that uses motion and tilt
sensors to control navigation [[16]].
Fisheye techniques [[7]], which compress non-focused
parts of the information space into the periphery, may not
work well for maps. This is because users rely on
geometric relationships to make judgments about travel
time. Other work has explored adding schematic peripheral
cues to indicate important off-screen information [[1],
[12]].

user is zoomed-in and wants to then zoom back out from
the current view, the user can either press the number key
that corresponds to the current view or press on a dedicated
“zoom-out” key (in our implementation, the “*” key).
Pressing the zoom-out key causes the view to zoom out and
displays the child view boxes for the new current view
[Figure 2].

3. ZONEZOOM
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Our intent is to let users easily, quickly, and predictably use
one hand to navigate around an infinitely detailed 2dimensional information space on a smartphone. We have
focused on the navigation of maps in general and the
browsing of a near-real-time road traffic monitoring
application in specific. As with previous work in this area
we address the issues of information space segmentation,
navigation, and context.
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Because there is no direct pointing device on a smartphone
(such as a stylus or mouse) there is no way for a user to
directly specify an exact location on a map. The finegrained interaction required by ZUIs in turn requires a high
degree of attention on the part of the user – and attention is
a scarce resource in mobile situations. With ZoneZoom we
combine the interactions of panning and zooming into one
“cognitive chunk” [[8]].
In the simplest implementation, a given view of a map at a
particular zoom level can be evenly divided into a set
number of sub-sectors or child views. For a smartphone,
the natural number of sub-sectors is nine, since this
corresponds to the number of buttons on the number pad. A
set of outlined boxes with a numeric cue is superimposed
over the map to indicate how the current view is segmented
into child views. The user can then initiate an animated
zoom into one of these sub-sectors by pressing on the
number key that corresponds to that sector of the screen [
Figure 1]. Pressing the same number key again, after the
zoom-in action, will toggle the view to zoom back out to
the parent view. If zoomed in, pressing a different number
key will cause the view to gracefully pan to the appropriate
sibling sector at the same zoom level.
ZoneZoom augments the precise movements of the D-pad
with large ballistic movement that allows a user to quickly
traverse large areas of the information space [[8]].

3.1. Arbitrary Levels of Zoom
To extend the view segmentation to arbitrary levels of
zoom, we let the user display and make available the child
sectors of the currently zoomed-in view by pressing a
dedicated “toggle children” button on the smartphone
keypad (in our implementation, the “#” key). When the
user presses this key, several things happen: nine new view
segmentation boxes are displayed; the current view is
redefined to be the parent view for these newly available
children views; and subsequent number key presses
predictably zoom in to the appropriate child views. If the
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Figure 2: Arbitrary Levels of Zoom

3.2. Visual Cues
Because ZoneZoom is an adaptation of a ZUI, we face the
same difficulty in helping a user keep track of their location
in the information space. Numbers are semi-transparently
superimposed on each sector to assist users in associating a
particular key with the appropriate sector. Because only a
small number of sub-sector cues are shown at any time, the
concept of preattentive discrimination [[17], [8]] suggests
that all of the visible sub-sectors can be processed by the
user at a single glance.
When zoomed in, the current sector number is made more
transparent so that it does not obscure as much of the
content. In addition, a very small and schematic overview
map is superimposed in outline form in the upper right
corner of the display. A smaller rectangle (the “detail view
indicator”) within the overview indicates the relative size
and location of the current view within the context of the
current view’s parent view. This is akin to the transparent
overview and ZUI combination seen in previous systems
[[15]]. A small filled rectangle indicates the location of the
currently viewed sector relative to its parent sector. A
subtle, but noticeable gradation is applied around the entire
margin of the parent sector. Thus, when zoomed in, a
subsection of the gradated margin reinforces the location of
the currently viewed child sector relative to its parent [
Figure 1].
Our overview and its embedded detail view indicator only
show the relationship between the current child view sector
and its parent view. We surround each cue (such as a subsector number) with a contrasting border and vary its level
of transparency depending on the current interaction.

3.3. Support for “Glance” Gestures
In ZoneZoom, we provide users with a quick means of
building up contextual information about a current view. If

instead of quickly tapping, the user holds a key down for
more than a moment then releases (press-and-hold), the
current view returns to the view from before the key press.
If the user is currently zoomed out, such that segment cues
are shown for the current view’s child segments, pressing
and holding on the number key will temporarily zoom the
view to the appropriate child view. Releasing that same key
will then return to the parent (zoomed out) view.
This aspect of spring-loaded view shifting is also seen in
consumer flight simulators applications [[13]] where a
spring-loaded hat-switch on a joystick lets the user
momentarily glance at different views from the airplane’s
virtual cockpit.
This spring-loaded view shifting allows the user to quickly
glance at other sections of the dataset without losing track
of their preferred center of interest. This glancing also lets a
user quickly compare information in nearby regions.

3.4. Non-regular Division of Zoom-levels
The aspect ratio of view sub-segments can differ from that
of their parent or sibling views in order to devote more
screen space to important features. When transitioning
between view sub-segments that have different aspect
ratios, the underlying map will appear to stretch and
squeeze along its two cardinal axes [Figure 3]. In our
current implementation, these optimized child view sectors
are hand authored.

4.2. SmartPhlow
Application
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Figure 3: Non-regular Division of Zoom-levels

4. IMPLEMENTATION
4.1. Prototype
ZoneZoom has been implemented on two different
platforms. For prototyping we used Macromedia Flash MX
on a desktop PC. The Flash prototype uses a highresolution map of the Puget Sound area of Washington
State that shows detail all the way down to the street level.

Monitoring

Existing web based traffic map visualizations are ill suited
to smartphone navigation [[14]]. Simultaneous with
development of the Flash prototype, we integrated parts of
the ZoneZoom technique into a road traffic monitoring
application for a smartphone, called SmartPhlow. The
SmartPhlow application was developed using the Microsoft
Smartphone 2002 SDK. Our own server connects regularly
to the Washington State Department of Transportation
(WSDOT) traffic server [[20]]. When a user requests an
update on their smartphone, the data is retrieved from our
own server (via http over a GPRS or CDMA PCS network),
thus reducing the load on the WSDOT server. The
application downloads a relatively small file, usually on the
order of 250 bytes, and expands it to populate a simplified
map with color coded road segments [Figure 4].
In our current implementation, one line of text, overlaid at
the top of the display, shows in relative terms the recency
of the last update. Our user base typically has extensive
experience with the web-based version of these maps so
color-scheme interpretation is very quick. In the current
version, the left soft-key is dedicated to refreshing the data
and the right soft-key brings up a menu with additional
options, such as auto-download and choice of map. The
animation runs in a separate thread so that the user can
choose to view another sector even before the current
navigation animation finishes.
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Figure 4: SmartPhlow Traffic Monitoring Application
In SmartPhlow, only two levels of zoom are provided. As
with the Flash version of ZoneZoom, pressing on different
keys on the number pad moves the view among the nine
sub-sectors. Both the Flash and SmartPhlow versions use a
simplified version of the graceful transitions from van Wijk
and Nuij [[19]]. All of the view shift animations are
interpolated such that midway through the animation both
the source (extents of the current view) and the destination
(extents of the next view) can be simultaneously seen
[Figure 5].
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Figure 5: Animated View Transitions

5. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
SmartPhlow has been released internally within our
organization. Feedback on an internal email list has been
extremely positive, so much so, that the most common
requests has been to add data for other locales and the
ability to input personalized routes. In the future we will
engage in formal user studies along with analysis of usage
patterns (based on server statistics).
Maps exhibit many of the same properties as other
information spaces: they are continuous, have a
heterogeneous distribution of interesting data, possess
multiple levels of detail, and usually have a highly variant
visual representation [[10]]. Because of this, we intend to
investigate the applicability of the ZoneZoom technique to
other kinds of information spaces such as web pages,
spreadsheets, and image browsing.
As noted in the Visual Cues section, the overview cues are
of limited utility when a user navigates between more than
two levels of zoom. We would like to design cues that scale
well for indicating the level and position of the current
view.
Finally, more work must be done to help users recover
from accidentally hitting the wrong key. We need to show
cues that help a user determine if the view has shifted in the
desired way.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented ZoneZoom, a technique for
quick navigation of two-dimensional information spaces on
smartphones. The information space is divided up into
nested sub-segments, each of which is accessible via the
number keypad. ZoneZoom has been adapted to a traffic
map monitoring application called SmartPhlow and
deployed to over 1000 users. Various visual cues, such as a
schematic overview, numeric feedback, and gradated
border from a parent view are used to reinforce the location
of the current view. Future work for ZoneZoom and

SmartPhlow includes the ability to customize the view
segmentation and feature selection.
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